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Phoenix Startup says: "Hello. We're a new startup. We do things

fast" - kohsuke ====== vlad From the first sentence: "San
Francisco startup says: Hello, We're a new startup. We do things

fast" Osteoarthritis (OA) is a disabling condition that affects half of
Americans over the age of 65. The study of biologic markers and
the pathophysiology of OA is ongoing, but research is hindered by
the lack of a suitable animal model for the disease. The articular
cartilage of the knee is, in fact, the only synovial joint tissue (in

humans) that is not derived from embryological synovial membrane.
Chondrocytes are believed to be derived from mesenchymal stem
cells present at the limb bud. This proposal is designed to induce
these stem cells to become chondrocytes by grafting embryonic
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PC. .You’re reading Significant Digits, a daily digest of the
numbers tucked inside the news. I’m Ashley D. Williams.

60 Indian students die in US-Bangla plane crash A
chartered Indian-Bangladeshi jet carrying 60 Indian

students crashed into a neighborhood in eastern India early
on Sunday, killing all the passengers on board. The cause
of the crash is unknown. [Metro India] 4 people dead in

mass shooting at Jewish museum in Brussels Police
arrested a man suspected of being the shooter in the deadly

attack on the Jewish Museum in Belgium on Saturday,
which left at least four people dead and four others

injured. The suspect, identified as 22-year-old Denis R.,
was apprehended near the site of the shooting. [The

Guardian] 92% of this year’s GLOBE Challenge global
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survey recipients will improve their cities American cities
are improving. About 92 percent of the cities in this year’s

Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the
Environment (GLOBE) Challenge said they will improve
their air quality and reduce crime. Projects funded by the
nonprofit conservation organization will be unveiled on
June 11 at an event at the White House. [The New York

Times] $8 billion for sewers and $2 billion for roads?
Senate Democrats laid out $8 billion in federal funding to

improve the nation’s sewage systems and $2 billion to
improve streets and roads. The plan would help fund the
$305 billion single-payer Medicare-for-all bill from Sen.
Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., which would eliminate the private
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